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Thank you for downloading Ocean Animals Write the Room Activity. I wish you and 
your students loads of fun and learning with this activity.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
Two sets of Ocean Animals Write the Room Cards are included. You can use each set 
separately or put all cards from both sets out at the same time for an extra challenging 
Write the Room activity. Each set includes:

• 8 Write the Room Cards – Two versions of the cards are included. The first version 
has the name of the animal written below the picture. On the second version, the 
name of the animal is scrambled and students must unscramble it before writing it 
on their recording sheet.

• 1 Recording Sheet – Two versions of the recording sheet are included; a colored 
version and a black and white version. Print in color or print in black and white and 
instruct students to color the animals as they complete the sheet. 

The following ocean animals are featured in this activity: stingray, seal, dolphin, 
starfish, clownfish, crab, turtle, whale, octopus, seahorse, eel, shark, squid, jellyfish, 
puffer fish and lobster. 

PREPARING THE ‘WRITE THE ROOM’ CARDS
Preparing the ‘Write the Room’ cards is quick and easy. Simply print the cards on white 
cardstock and cut along the dotted lines. Your cards are ready to use! For extra 
durability, laminate the cards. 

‘WRITE THE ROOM’ INSTRUCTIONS
‘Write the Room’ activities are quick and simple to set up in your classroom. Before 
setting up your classroom, ensure that you have prepared the cards (see instructions 
above) and printed recording sheets. To prepare, simply tape the cards to the walls 
around your classroom. Provide students with a recording sheet and, ideally, a 
clipboard or hard surface to write on. Students move around the room and find the 
cards. They then write the word on their recording sheet in the correct place. If you are 
using the cards with scrambled words, students first unscramble the word and then 
record it in the correct place on their worksheet. 

Enjoy!
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stingray seal

dolphin starfish
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clownfish crab

turtle whale
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ntagyris lesa

oipndhl fhritass
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wslinfohc abrc

telrut elhaw
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OCEAN ANIMALS RECORDING SHEET - SET 1
Write the name of each ocean animal. 
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OCEAN ANIMALS RECORDING SHEET - SET 1
Write the name of each ocean animal. 
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octopus seahorse

eel shark
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squid jellyfish

puffer fish lobster
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cspuoto oheerass

ele rkhas
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uqids illhyfesj

eurfpf sihf rsobelt
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OCEAN ANIMALS RECORDING SHEET - SET 2
Write the name of each ocean animal. 
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OCEAN ANIMALS RECORDING SHEET - SET 2
Write the name of each ocean animal. 
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